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CHAPTER I 

INTRCOUCTION 

On the surface, Carlos Fuentes' novel, Gr i ngo v i e j o, 

is the fictional account of the events that take place 

after North American writer Ambrose Bierce disappeared into 

revo1ution-torn Mexico in 1913. But in the course of 

telling the story of an old man's search for death, Fuentes 

is also able to explore the complex relations that exist 

between the United States and Latin America. 

I chose to read the recently published Gr i ngo v i e j o 

because of my interest in its author, Carlos Fuentes. This 

interest is a result of my experience with his other works, 

particularly the masterfully written novel, L^ mu e r t e de 

Ar temi o Cruz, and also a result of my respect for Fuentes 

as an articulate voice of reason concerning United States 

policy towards Latin America. 

I encountered in Gr i ngo vi ej o a complex work with 

various levels of interpretation. On the most accessible 

level it is a story of searching: a young woman searching 

for love, a Mexican peasant searching for his place on 

earth, as well as an old man searching for death. On 

several other levels the reader may encounter conflicts 



between life and death, reality and illusion, and the dis

tinct North American and Mexican cultures. A consistent 

and unifying factor between these levels of interpretation 

is Fuentes' use of historical and cultural perspective in 

the presentation of the novel. 

The literary achievement alone of Gr ingo v i e j o would 

make it a relevant and suitable work for a study such as 

this. But beyond the literary work, there exists a politi

cal and social commentary that is relevant to the present-

day reader. Thus, Gr ingo v ie j o transcends the concept of 

the novel as simply a work of art in order to serve as a 

mirror image of the two societies presented, and hopefully, 

through this reflection to increase intercu1tural under

standing on both sides of the Rio Grande. 

This study will therefore investigate Gr i ngo v i e j o in 

two principal areas. On the literary level, the correla

tions between the writings of Bierce and Fuentes, themati-

caI 1y significant symbolism, the realm of illusion, as well 

as multiple narrative devices will be discussed. The 

second area of investigation comprises the political and 

social commentary that Fuentes presents in the novel. It 

is not always possible to make clearly-drawn distinctions 

between the two areas, since many aspects contribute to 

both the literary area as well as the political commentary 

within the nove 1 . 



In the process of preparing this thesis, it was neces

sary to investigate the works of two authors who influenced 

the writing of Gr i ngo v i e j o. The first, and by far the 

most important, is Ambrose Bierce. Not only does Bierce 

serve as the model for the character of the old gringo, but 

numerous intertextual allusions to his works are also made 

in the novel. Included in these allusions is a quotation 

that is used as an epigraph. In addition to the discussion 

of these allusions, a comparison of the lives of Bierce and 

Fuentes and the thematic significance of Bierce's works as 

evidenced in Fuentes' new novel will also be explored. The 

various correlations between Gr i ngo v i e j o and the writings 

of the second author quoted in the epigraphs, Sir Thomas 

Browne, are also observed. 

In Chapter IV of this study, various distinct worlds 

or realities will be explored, including the dualistic 

realities of life as opposed to death, the North American 

culture in contrast with the Mexican culture, and reality 

as opposed to illusion. It is likewise in this section 

that the literary devices of symbolism and multiple narra

tors will be discussed. The study will culminate in 

Chapter V with an investigation of the political and social 

conmentary in the novel and its relevance to the present-

day relations between the United States and Latin America. 

One of the most difficult aspects of realizing a 

project such as this is making the necessary choices re-



garding what is to be included and what, by the constraints 

of time and space, must be excluded. Such decisions were 

made on the basis of attempting to present those aspects 

that are most thematically significant and most essential 

for understanding the work as a whole. Even though much 

remains to be written about a work as complex as Gr i ngo 

vi e j o, it is my sincere hope that this study assists the 

reader in understanding the novel, and that it serves as an 

effective point of departure for future studies. 



CHAPTER II 

WHY AMBROSE BIERCE? 

Ambrose Bierce, nineteenth-century journalist and 

writer of the American West, is the nameless old gringo in 

Carlos Fuentes' new novel. Gringo vie jo. In this chapter I 

will discuss why Fuentes chooses Bierce, a North American 

literary figure of the previous century, as one of the 

three principal characters in his novel about Latin 

American and North American relations. 

In his author's note, Fuentes states that he began 

wo r k on Gr i ngo v i e j o while traveling on a train bet we en 

Chihuahua and Zacatecas in 1964 and completed the v/ork in 

Tepoztlen in 1984. Fuentes establishes the link between 

reality and fiction in the same author's note by stating 

that Bierce "Entrc a Mexico en noviembre y no se volvi5 

a saber de el. El resto es ficcion." It is interesting 

that Fuentes began Gr i ngo v i e j o whiIe traveling by train 

from Chihuahua and the last word from Bierce was a letter 

to his secretary in Washington postmarked Chihuahua City 

that states "Trainload of troops leaving Chihuahua every 

2 
day. Expect next day to go to Ojinaga, partly by rail." 

It is also interesting that Fuentes, a particularly 

prolific writer, let a period of twenty years pass before 



completing the relatively short novel, Gringo vie jo. This 

twenty-year span begins with the reenactment of Bierce's 

last known train journey during the social upheaval of the 

Mexican Revolution and ends with a return to Mexico's 

Indian heritage as represented by Tepoztlan, which in 

3 

Nahuatl means the place of the god of pu 1 que, Tepoztecatl. 

Both the upheaval/travel motif and the influence of the 

Aztec heritage in the novel will be discussed in a later 

chapter. The reader may then decide what significance, if 

any, Fuentes meant to imply with this reference to travel 

and the Indian heritage of Mexico. 

Bierce was a journalist for the Hearst chain of news

papers who also wrote short stories, some of which are 

still included in short fiction anthologies. Richard 

Saunders in Ambrose Bi erce: The Ma k i n g of aî  Mi santhrope 

notes that Bierce ". . . is almost as well known today for 

his enigmatic exit from this life as he is for his 

writings." The mystery that sounds Bierce's disappear

ance, his often disagreeable personality, and his brutal 

literary criticism of his fel 1ow writers have continued to 

affect the critical acceptance of his work to this day: 
It is seriously to be doubted if there exists 
another figure in American literature about whom 
as much irregular and unreliable critical conment 
has been written. He has been characterized as 
great, bitter, idealistic, cynical, morose, frus
trated, cheerful, bad, sadistic, obscure, perver
ted, famous, brutal, kind, a fiend, a God, a mis
anthrope, a poet, a realist who wrote romanges, a 
fine satirist and something of a charlatan. 



Although Bierce's disappearance into Mexico was parti

cularly dramatic, the life that preceded it was in many 

ways typical of the United States of that era. This makes 

Bierce very appropriate as a fictional character who is 

representative of his culture. He was born in 1842 in 

Ohio, the last of nine children whose names all began with 

the letter A. Bierce would later recall his youth by 

referring to his family as "unwashed savages." After less 

than a year of formal education he enlisted in the Union 

Army at the first call for volunteers in 1861. Bierce 

fought in the Civil War, and was promoted and decorated for 

his valor. Like much of the population of the continent, 

after the war Bierce went west, as Horace Greeley advised. 

There he became a journalist. "It is said that his 

ultimate decision whether to accept the military position 

or to pursue the vague pipedream of a journalistic career 

7 
rode on the simple toss of a coin." After establishing 

himself as a celebrity in the San Francisco area during a 

turbulent journalistic career, he published his first short 

story, "One of the Missing," in 1888. Soon after, Bierce 

". . . became the recognized literary arbiter of the 

West."^ 

As Bierce's literary reputation grew, he became in

creasingly more bitter and disillusioned toward his fellow 

man. At the turn of the century he spent ten years as a 

political reporter in Washington, D.C., having virtually 
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abandoned literature. Upon his return to California, the 

literary society previously dominated by Bierce had 

dissolved. Then tragedy struck. One of his sons committed 

suicide; the other died in a drunken stupor from pneumonia. 

Bierce's estranged wife ^A)llie had also died. In an under

standable state of bitterness Bierce wrote that ". . . he 

saw no reason to 'remain in a country that is on the eve of 

women's suffrage and prohibition,' and adding that a man 

couldn't go east, west or north in America any more, that 
Q 

the only 'avenue of escape' was to the southward." 

At first Bierce was to go to Mexico as a journalist 

reporting on the Revolution. After an indefinite period of 

time as an observer with Pancho Villa's troops, he was to 

continue his trip southward through South America and 

eventually to England. But Bierce's "escape" soon took a 

different form in his letters: 
If you should hear of my being stood up against a 
Mexican stone wall and shot to rags please know 
that I think it is a pretty good way to depart 
this life. It beats old age, disease or falling 
down the cellar stairs. To be a^Gringo in 
Mexico--ah, that is euthanasia. 

In addition to Bierce's being culturally representa

tive of the historical era of the westward movement in the 

United States, the real life literary figure's mysterious 

departure makes him an extremely good candidate for 

fiction. Carlos Fuentes is but one of many writers to 

recognize this fact. Countless magazine articles and 



sensationalized biographies have speculated on the facts of 

Bierce's disappearance. To give credit where due, Fuentes' 

account, even though it is presented as pure fiction, is 

among the most plausible: 

For a time it was whispered that he had died 
insane in California's state asylum at Napa. 
Storytellers have based frankly fictitious yarns 
upon the Bierce mystery, evolving natural or 
supernatural solutions according to their 
tem.peraments and talents. Something like an 
ultimate in this field of solutions was reached 
when one such fictioneer, writing for a pulp 
"science" magazine, hinted that Bierce had never 
gone near Mexico but had joined an eremitical 
band of ageless shamans who were lucky enough to 
escape enguIfment-when the Lost Island of Mu sank 
i nto the Paci f ic. 

It is not difficult to see why Fuentes uses Ambrose 

Bierce as the fictional centerpiece of a novel that he him

self has described as dealing with the relations between 

12 
Latin America and the United States. Not only does 

Bierce in many ways represent the United States of his era, 

he was also an outspoken critic of this country's Manifest 

Destiny policy of intervention in Latin America. These 

facts, in addition to a dramatic disappearance that would 

catch the eye of any Hollywood scriptwriter, would seem to 

explain Fuentes' choice. But upon closer inspection, 

Fuentes' interest in Bierce goes much deeper than easy 

political symbolism and an exciting story. 

By analyzing some similarities and contrasts between 

the two authors, it is possible to find further justifica

tion for Fuentes' interest in Bierce. Bierce's escape into 
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Mexico was in part a reaction to his inability to accept 

the rapid changes taking place at the turn of the century. 

"For him the Golden State he had once ruled over now seemed 

13 like an eerie gathering place for ghosts from his past." 

Bierce was an old man who had abandoned literature and the 

homeland that he felt was no longer his. Fuentes also has 

been an expatriate, having spent most of the last ten years 

at Princeton and Harvard Universities in the United States. 

As a child Fuentes lived in various foreign capitals 

because his father was a diplomat representing Mexico. 

Living in the United States for seven years, he remembers 

the awakening of his cultural se 1 f-identity during Mexico's 

nationalization of the oil industry in 1938, " . . . I 

received the backlash of all this--and it was then that I 

realized that I was a Mexican, a Latin American, and that 

14 
this United States of America was not mine." Fuentes 

notes that upon his return to Mexico he had to rediscover 

his own culture after having created an image of his 

home 1 and: 

I had been forced to invent a Mexico for myself, 
an imagined Mexico. That imagined country 
contrasted enormously with the one I discovered 
when I moved back to the real place. I saw 
things, perhaps because I'd been abroad,that .̂  
other writers of my generation could not see. 

Elena Poniatowska in, lAy vida, no me mereces!, sug

gests that it is because of this separation from Mexico 

that even though Fuentes as a child was on the verge of 
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losing Spanish as his native language, now "... nada lo 

estimula tanto como el habla popular."^^ In the prologue 

to Fuentes' Obras Completas Fernando Benitez agrees with 

Poniatowska and further states that Fuentes uses the most 

1 7 
Mexican Spanish that has ever been written. Fuentes' 

exile has given him the ability to define what it is to be 

Mexican, as well as helping him identify Mexican speech and 

traits. "Carlos ve a Mexico con los ojos frTos, 

1 8 
asombrados e implacables de un extranjero." Fuentes is 

in a unique position to explore the clash of cultures 

between the United States and Latin America that might have 

taken place during Bierce's self-imposed exile into Kfexico. 

There also exists an interesting contrast between two 

expatriated writers, one a developing youth and later an 

established author, the other an embittered old man 

searching for an avenue of escape. 

Both Carlos Fuentes and Ambrose Bierce are noted for 

their political involvement as well as their contributions 

to literature. Fuentes explains in an interview with Bill 

Moyers that this is not unusual for a writer in the Third 

World: 

It comes from the fact, Bill, you know, that 
there's an absence of function in our societies, 
that many things you take for granted in the 
Western nations, have to be done in our coun
tries, because if you don't do it, nobody else 
will do it. I mean, the writer, in many cases, 
has to become a legislator, he has to become a 
politician, he has to become a spokesman, he has 
to become a diplomat, becau^g if he doesn't do 
it, nobody else will do it. 
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Throughout much of his life Bierce was more a jour

nalist than a writer of fiction, particularly during his 

ten years as a political reporter for the Hearst newspapers 

in Washington, D.C. A famous episode was that in which 

Bierce personally confronted the "Railroad Baron" Co I 1is P. 

Huntington concerning repayment of debt for the use of 

public lands. In the newspapers Bierce had attacked merci

lessly both Huntington and Leland Stanford (referred to in 

print as Stealand Landford) and finally Huntington tried to 

purchase Bierce's support on the steps of the national 

capitol. "'Name your price,' Huntington said in a defeated 

tone. 'Every man has his price.' 'My price is 75 

million,' Bierce said loudly after a sizeable crowd had 

gathered, '. . . to be handed to the Treasurer of the 

20 
United States.'" The funding bill favoring the "Railroad 

Barons" was defeated, and Bierce had succeeded in changing 

the course of history. Fuentes mentions this episode in 

Gr i ngo v i e j o, but he chooses Stanford to represent Hunting

ton, probably because of the greater name recognition 

Stanford has today due to Stanford University. In one of 

those rare instances when history provides for greater 

irony than fiction, the most extensive collection for 

Bierce studies is housed at the Huntington Library in San 

Marino, California. The Huntington Library was founded by 

Collis P. Huntington's nephew.^^ 
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The "Railroad Baron" episode is but one of many exam

ples of Bierce's political activism. Although he had risen 

from very humble beginnings and was not without some strong 

prejudices himself, Bierce ". . . often lashed out at the 

injustices suffered by the Chinese, blacks and Jews of San 

22 
Francisco." In contrast, Fuentes' travel and educational 

opportunities as a child were those of the privileged few. 

In spite of this privileged background, Poniatowska notes 

23 that Fuentes "... se alTnea al lado de los oprimidos." 

In addition to helping the oppressed, Fuentes shares 

Bierce's reputation for political involvement, indeed, to 

such an extent that he is listed as an official undesirable 

under the McCarran-Vv^a 1 ter Act for his criticism of United 

States policies and as such requires a waiver in order to 

24 
enter the country. 

In addition to political activism., Fuentes and Bierce 

share a reputation as writers whose work has had signifi

cant impact on other authors. During the height of his 

literary career Bierce was an influential figure in a Cali

fornia circle of writers that included George Sterling and 

Jack London. Stephen Crane claimed to have been influenced 

by Bierce's realistic treatm.ent of the Civil War, and H. L. 

Mencken notes that Bierce's fiction includes ". . . some of 

the best war stories ever written--things fully worthy to 

be ranged beside Zola's "L'Attaque du Moulin," Kipling's 

"The Taking of Lungtungpen," or Ludwig Thoma's "Ein 
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25 
Bayrischer Soldat." Carlos Fuentes is internationally 

recognized as one of the founders of the "boom" movement in 

Latin American literature and as a very influential 

literary critic as well as an innovative author. 

Both writers' works have been noted to have realistic 

elements. It is interesting that neither author's works 

are truly realistic in terms of Bierce's definition of 

realism, ". . . the art of depicting nature as seen by the 

toads." Tzvetan Todorov in The Fantast ic cites Bierce as 

27 
an author whose stories are an example of the "uncanny." 

Todorov defines the "uncanny" by stating that ". . . the 

laws of reality remain intact and permit an explanation of 

2 8 
the phenomena described . . . " Although other examples 

of Fuentes' work may be classified as "fantastic" or 

"marvelous," (Aura for example), the novel Gr i ngo v i e j o may 

also be defined within the realm of the "uncanny." For the 

most part, the novel is narrated from the point of view of 

the memory of Harriet Winslow, one of the principal charac

ters. An event that appears to be outside the realm of 

reality, for example, one such as Harriet speaking at the 

disinterment of the old gringo in the Mexican desert at a 

time when she was also waiting in Camargo to identify the 

body can be explained in terms of her imagination 

recreating reality. Therefore, in Gr i ngo v i e j o the phenom

ena are explained and the laws of nature remain intact. 
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Gr i ngo vie j o is in many ways a historical novel. A 

great number of Fuentes' works can be described as histori

cal in that they either take place in a historical setting, 

or they are written from a historical perspective. Gr i ngo 

V i e j o fulfills both conditions. Fuentes, the man as well 

as the writer, looks to the past to explain and define the 

present. " . . . I think that you can only have a present 

and future if you have a past, if you remember your past, 

29 
if you understand your past." Bierce, on the other hand, 

had a somewhat cynical view of historical significance (as 

well as virtually everything else) as evidenced in his 

definition of history from The Devi I's Di ct i onary. 

"History, n. An account mostly false, of events mostly un

important, which are brought about by rulers mostly knaves, 

30 and soldiers mostly fools." In spite of this definition, 

in his fiction Bierce gives history an important role in 

determining the human experience, such as this excerpt from 

the introductory paragraph of "Chickamauga": 

. . . this child's spirit, in bodies of its an
cestors, had for thousands of years been trained 
to memorable feats of discovery and conquest--
victories in battles whose critical moments were 
centuries, whose victors' camps were cities of 
hewn stone. From the cradle of its race it had 
conquered its way through two continents and 
passing a great sea had penetrated a third, there 
to be born to war and domination as a heritage. 

The importance of cultural heritage and history are 

without a doubt more dominant themes in Fuentes' works than 

those written by Bierce, but both authors do recognize the 
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significance of these aspects of the human experience as 

evidenced in their respective writings. 

In addition to recognizing the significance of cul

tural heritage and history as themes in fiction, Fuentes 

and Bierce also share a critical attitude toward organized 

religion. As was the case with many institutions of which 

he did not approve, Bierce's criticism of organized 

religion could be particularly severe: 

In flaunting his belligerent irreverence for the 
church he often pointed out the hypocritical 
actions of its members, as in the following item, 
v/h i ch concerned the persecution of the "heathen" 
Chinese living in San Francisco and the 
questionable behavior of "civilized" Christians: 
"on last Sunday afternoon a Chinaman passing 
guilelessly along Dupont Street was assailed with 
a tempest of bricks and stones from the steps of 
the First Congregational Church. At the 
completion of this devotional exercise the 
Sunday-scho I ars retired within the hallowed 
portals of the sanctuary, to hear about Christ 
Jesus, and Him crucified." 

Carlos Fuentes compares the Marxist doctrine in Latin 

America to that of the Catholic Church. As Bierce most 

likely would have, he disdains membership in either: 

There is no break betv/een the Catholic and 
Marxist tradition. You are always talking 
hierarchy, dogmas, forms of thought protected to 
make you feel secure. I'd rather feel insecure 
and alone than belong to churches. I hate 
belonging to churches. 

In this chapter, many significant parallels have been 

established between Ambrose Bierce and Carlos Fuentes, 

including experiences as expatriates, political activism, 

the influence on other authors, the use of historical and 
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cultural themes, as well as being overtly and severely cri

tical of organized religion. In spite of the many 

similarities between the two, some important contrasts can 

be established as well. The difference in family 

background of the two authors has already been mentioned, 

and neither should the fact that almost a full century 

separates their dates of birth be discounted as a factor 

that contributes to significant and inherent dissimilari

ties. 

Perhaps the most notable of these contrasts are en

countered in the respective v/ritings of Bierce and Fuentes. 

A great deal of Bierce's fiction is nearing the century 

mark and therefore appears somewhat dated in comparison 

with Fuentes' v/ritings, much as one would expect. Bierce 

has been severely and frequently criticized for the poor 

characterization in his fiction: 

He plucked his men and women out of nowhere and 
dropped them back into the same vacuum when they 
had served his purpose. As people, they didn't 
matter. It would not be too much to say that 
Bierce was never, in any of his stories, 
interested in any single character as a human 
being. . . . To Bierce his characters were 
symbols--of fear, of courage, of the mystery of 
life and death, of the thought-process, of this 
or that other abstraction. 

Fuentes, on the other hand, usually achieves a much greater 

level of character development by utilizing his powers of 

observation in order to recreate life-like characterization 

in his fiction. Poniatowska notes that "... los lectores 
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recurren a Fuentes-autor no solo para informarse sino para 

verse retratados y, en ese reflejo, encontrarse a sT 

II 3 5 
mismos. " 

Another notable difference concerning literature is 

one of genre, Bierce, for the most part, wrote only jour

nalism and short fiction. His attitude regarding the 

indigenous novel is illustrated clearly by his definition 

of the Tsetse Fly as an insect ". . . whose bite is 

commonly regarded as nature's most efficacious remedy for 

insomnia, although some patients prefer that of the 

American novelist. . . ." Fuentes, who has earned inter

national fame as a novelist, states that not only is the 

novel not dead, but that today is one of the great periods 

37 
in the history of the novel. 

Perhaps the contrasts in character development and in 

the cultivation of different genres are related. The ten

dency for greater character development in the longer prose 

work is natural due simply to the much greater space the 

novel provides for such development to take place. Or 

Bierce may have chosen to ignore the novel and its possi

bilities precisely because the characterization in his 

fiction was not sufficient to sustain the longer prose 

wor ks. 

Regardless of any differences in the writings of 

Bierce and Fuentes, the evidence that suggests parallels 

between the two authors is overwhelming. These parallels 
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between writers from different cultures and representative 

of different centuries, combined with Bierce's dramatic 

disappearance into Mexico, exp1 ain Fuentes' interest in 

Bierce and answer the question, "Why Ambrose Bierce?" 
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CHAPTER 11 I 

CONFLUENT AUTHORSHIP: THE DIRECT INFLUENCE 

OF AMBROSE BIERCE ON OlINGO VIEJO 

The parallels established in Chapter II explain 

Fuentes' choice of Bierce as the model for the fictional 

old gringo. This chapter will further explore Bierce's 

influence on Gr i ngo viejo, an influence which may be organ 

ized into three main areas. First, the fictional old 

gringo is utilized to describe Bierce's literature, his 

philosophy, and biographical aspects of his life. In 

addition, several examples of intertextual allusions to 

Bierce's writing are present in Gr i ngo viejo. Both areas 

of influence will be proven to be thematically significant 

to the novel. Finally, this chapter will explore the 

suggestion by Fuentes that Bierce's influence on Gr i ngo 

viejo is not limited to just serving as the model for the 

character of the old gringo or to the thematically impor

tant intertextual allusions, but that Bierce's inspiration 

took a more significant role in the production of the 

novel. This influence by one author on the writing of 

another will hereafter be referred to as confluent author

ship. 
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In the author's note to Gringo viejo, Carlos Fuentes 

describes Ambrose Bierce as an "... autor de hermosos 

cuentos sobre la Guerra de Secesion, ... (189)." Through 

the character of the old gringo, Fuentes presents the 

reader with information concerning Bierce's writing. The 

old gringo makes a reference to one of Bierce's better-

known works, The Devi 1's Diet ionary, "Son obras amargas, 

diccionarios del diablo ..." (69). One of the dominant 

themes that Gr i ngo viejo shares with Bierce's fiction is 

the concept of separate or fragmented consciousness. As he 

experiences this phenomenon, the old gringo "... recordo 

que el solo habTa escrito sobre la conciencia fragmen-

tada ..." (143). Fuentes tries to realistically present 

the character of the old gringo from the perspective of 

Bierce the literary figure. "Yo ataque el honor y el 

deshonor de todos, sin hacer distingos" (70). The feelings 

of hopelessness that Bierce must have felt are basic 

character traits of the fictional old gringo and are used 

to represent a contrast to Harriet Winslow's optimism and 

the hope for change of the Mexican Revolution: 

--Mi nombre era sinonimo de la frialdad anti-
sentimental. Yo era el discTpulo del diablo, 
solo que ni siquiera al diablo hubiera aceptado 
como maestro. Mucho menos a Dios, a quien 
difame con a I go peor que la blasfemia: con la 
maldicion a todo lo que El cre5. (70) 

Fuentes uses the concept of frontiers--between 

nations, between individuals, as well as within the 
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individual--as one of the more dominant and consistent the

matic symbols in the novel, and one that will be discussed 

in greater detail in Chapter IV. Regarding Bierce's 

influence, Fuentes incorporates comments from his writings 

and letters to advance the frontier motif as well as cri

ticize the United States policy of intervention. "Se 

acabo la frontera, muchachos, se nos murio el continente, 

se fue al diablo el destine manifiesto, ... (71). Fuentes 

also uses the character of the old gringo to criticize 

Bierce's former employer, William Randolph Hearst, for his 

support of Porfirio DTaz due to Hearst's financial 

interests in Mexico. "--No me toque ni con el petalo de 

una rosa al presidente Diaz: tiene demasiados intereses en 

Mexico nuestro jefe el seiior Hears [sic] ..." (136). As 

we have already discussed, Bierce is an excellent model for 

a character that is representative of the era of westward 

expansion in that he "... vio a una nacion entera moverse 

de Nueva York a Ohio a los campos de batalla de Georgia y 

las Carolinas y luego a California, ..." (99). 

Before Bierce's disappearance into Mexico he had made 

a nostalgic journey through the battlefields of his youth. 

Fuentes incorporates this biographical fact into the novel 

by noting that "... un dTa el viejo y amargo cTnico 

descubrio que era tan sentimental como los objetos de su 

burla y desprecio: un viejo lleno de nostalgia ..." (73). 

In Gr i ngo viejo the character of the old gringo and another 
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principal character, Tomas Arroyo, are shot twice and both 

are described as having died twice. Fuentes foreshadows 

their fate by using another event from Bierce's life, "... 

dos veces murio mi primer hijo, un alcoholico primero y 

un suicida despues que me leyo ..." (74). Numerous other 

details from Bierce's life are incorporated into Gringo 

v_i_ej_o. Some are obvious references to famous aspects of 

his life, such as Bierce's clash with the "Railroad 

Barons": 

"Todo hombre tiene un precio." Y yo le conteste 
tiene usted razon, escribame un cheque por 
setenta y cinco mi 1 lones de dolares. "6A su 
nombre o al portador?", dijo Leland Stanford con 
la chequera abierta y la pluma en la mano, 
burlandose de mT con algo peor que la burla, la 
complicidad de sus ojillos de raton gris. No, le 
dije, a favor de la TesorerTa de los Estados 
Unidos por el precio exacto de las tierras 
robadas por usted ... (71). 

Other details are more subtle, such as the use of Bierce's 

former newspapers, the San Franci sco Chron i cIe and the 

Wa s h i n g t o n Star, to represent the journalists present when 

Harriet carries the old gringo's body back across the 

border at El Paso (176). Fuentes has incorporated various 

details from Bierce's life and created a new Bierce, repre

sented by the old gringo. 

In Gr ingo viejo the distinction (or frontier) between 

life and death at times becomes indistinguishable, as it 

often was in Bierce's fiction as well. A quotation from 

Bierce is used to present this theme. Fuentes chooses to 
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use it not only as an epigraph, but in a scene that 

includes another character based on a historical figure, 

Pancho Villa. "--Tengo un dicho para usted, general Villa. 

Lo que usted llama morirse no es mas que el ultimo dolor. 

--6Quien dijo eso? --Lo escribio un viejo amargo" (166). 

It has been established that events from Bierce's life 

and his philosophy have been incorporated into Gr i ngo viejo 

and have significant thematic im.pact on the novel. Even 

more important thematically are the numerous direct 

borrowings from, or intertextual allusions to, some of 

Bierce's better-known v/ar stories. Fuentes uses the grue-

somely realistic device of grunting pigs devouring the war 

wounded (87). This was the driving force that makes neces

sary the mercy-killing (euthanasia) that is central to the 

plot of Bierce's story "The Coup de Grace." In this case 

Bierce's fiction foretells of his desire for death as an 

old man, and both literary and biographical details are in

corporated in Gr i ngo viejo. Fuentes uses a direct quote 

from "Chickamauga" to describe the old gringo's father and 

to promote the theme of conflict between the United States 

and Mexico. "Fue un soldado, lucho contra salvajes 

desnudos y siguio la bandera de su pais hasta la capital 

de una raza civilizada, muy al sur" (15). This story deals 

with the theme of war representing the life struggle, a 

t h eme that is evident in Gr ingo viejo as well. 
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Perhaps Bierce's best-known story is "An Occurrence at 

Owl Creek Bridge," which deals with a hanged man's in

creased awareness through separate or fragmented conscious

ness at the moment of death. This tale presents the 

thematic concepts of fragmented consciousness and reality 

versus illusion or imagination which will also be discussed 

in greater detail in Chapter IV. Fuentes describes this 

phenomenon as the world of the eternal instant (61). 

Bierce's stories about the American Civil War effectively 

parallel the struggle of the Mexican Revolution: 

El viejo camina en iTnea recta, mascullando 
viejas historias que el escribio un dia, 
crueles historias de la guerra civil norteameri-
cana en las que los hombres sucumben y sobreviven 
porque Ies ha side otorgada una conciencia 
fragmentada: porque un hombre puede estar a un 
mismo tiempo colgando de un puente con una soga 
al cuello, muriendo y mirando su muerte desde el 
otro lado de un rlo: porque un hombre puede 
sonar con un jinete y matar a su propio padre, 
todo en el mismo instante. (134) 

Fuentes combines a quote from Bierce's fiction and from his 

personal letters to present the idea that Mexico represents 

a separate reality to the old gringo similar to that 

described in "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge" for the 

hanged man: ' t» 

--Ser un gringo en Mexico ... eso es 
eutanasia...el podTa escuchar y gustar y oler 
casi sobrenatura Imente, como el ahorcado del 
puente de las lechuzas que en el instante de su 
muerte pudo al fin percibir las venas de cada 
hoja, ... fv̂ exico, en cambio, le habTa dado la 
compensacion de una vida: la vida de los 
sentidos despertada de su letargo por la 
cercanTa de la muerte, ... (139) 
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By far the most frequently alluded to and most thema

tically significant of Bierce's stories as evidenced in 

Gringo viejo is "A Horseman in the Sky." This story deals 

with a Union soldier who must kill his father during the 

American Civil War. Not only does this act parallel the 

social turmoil of Mexico during the Revolution, but it also 

promotes the Freudian symbolism evident in the novel that 

manifests itself through an Oedipal conflict between the 

old gringo and Tomas Arroyo. Obviously, the previous 

quote that referred to dreaming of a horseman and killing 

your own father was an allusion to "A Horseman in the Sky" 

as well as "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge." In an 

instance when the old gringo must decide whether or not to 

follow the orders from General Arroyo to shoot a prisoner 

in cold blood, his consciousness becomes fragmented again 

and he relives the war experiences reflected in "The Coup 

de Grace" and "A Horseman in the Sky:" 

Pude haber sido un muerto mas, devorado por los 
puercos. Ay, como grufieron y cagaron en la 
noche frfa. (--^Que era lo unico que pudiste 
hacer? --le pregunto su padre detenido en un 
corcel de viento. --Negarle a otro la muerte que 
desee para mi.) (87) 

In addition to reinforcing the theme of the Oedipal con

flict, this passage also presents the concept of accepting 

one's fate or destiny. Fuentes also uses the color imagery 

from "A Horseman in the Sky," describing the old gringo as 

the "... espejismo de un caballero bianco sobre un cabal lo 
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bianco, ..." (59). The old gringo's white mare also makes 

an effective contrast symbolic of racial heritage to 

Arroyo's black stallion. Fuentes also utilizes the last 

passage of "A Horseman in the Sky" to help illustrate an 

example of stream of consciousness narration from the point 

of view of the old gringo (136). Not only do these inter

textual allusions effectively contribute to the thematic 

development of the novel, but at times Bierce's fiction 

actually replaces the "reality" of Gringo viejo wi th its 

own: 

... no podian saber que aquT se estaba 
volviendo realidad fantasmal un cuento en que el 
era un vigTa del ejercito unionista que se 
queda dormido un minuto y es despertado al 
,siguiente por una voz ronca escuchada por 
mortales: la voz de su padre sureno, montado en 
un caballo bianco en lo alto de una pena: --Haz 
tu deber, hijo. --He matado a mi padre. (60) 

The thematic significance of Bierce's life and writ

ing, as well as the importance of the intertextual 

allusions to his fiction in Gr ingo viejo, have been estab

lished. Even so, at times Bierce's impact on the novel 

appears to be even greater than these influences would 

indicate. Fuentes hints that Bierce now has two lives, the 

life of the literary figure, as well as the new life 

created in Gr i ngo viejo through the character of the old 

gringo, "En su propia vida, le iba a decir a miss Winslow 

el gringo viejo, ..." (99). This old gringo, created by 

Fuentes from the combination of biographical facts and 
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details from Bierce's fiction, not only serves as a prin

cipal character, but at times the novel is narrated from 

his point of view, from within his consciousness. Fuentes 

suggests that Bierce's inspiration (i.e., his philosophy, 

his biography, as well as his writing) not only advances 

the thematic structure of the novel, but also contributes 

to a confluent or combined authorship that influenced and 

assisted Fuentes in the production of Gringo viejo: 

^Estaba [el gringo viejo] aquT para morir o para 
escribir una novela sobre un general mexicano y 
un gringo viejo y una maestra de escuela de 
Washington perdida en los desiertos del norte de 
Mexico? (90) 

This confluent authorship is a result of Fuentes at 

times using Bierce's point of view to narrate the novel 

through the character of the old gringo. This is an 

example of a fictional character serving as narrator 

through the reconstructed consciousness of a historical and 

literary figure. The various narrative devices employed in 

Gr i ngo viejo and their impact on the novel will be dis

cussed in greater detail in Chapter IV. 

Thus, it has been established that Bierce's litera

ture, philosophy, and biography influence the novel through 

the character of the old gringo- In addition to the 

thematic influence of Bierce's literature, Fuentes also 

employs many direct quotes or intertextual allusions from 

Bierce's wri t ing in the text of Gringo viejo. Final ly, by 

reconstructing Bierce's consciousness in an attempt to 
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narrate the novel from his perspective, Fuentes has estab

lished Bierce's contribution to the production of the novel 

through confluent authorship. 



CHAPTER IV 

SEPARATE REALITIES: ARE THINGS AS THEY APPEAR? 

In the novel Gr ingo viejo, Carlos Fuentes presents the 

reader with a complex work in which there exist several 

different worlds or separate realities. The majority of 

these separate realities are presented in contrasting 

pairs. Fuentes makes another allusion to Bierce's writing 

when the old gringo notes that events have come in pairs or 

have been dualistic since the beginning of time. "--Una 

vez escribi una cosa chistosa. Los eventos se ban venido 

emparejando desde el principio del tiempo a fin de que yo 

muera aquT" (143). This allusion helps to present the 

concept of dualistic realities, and later it will be seen 

that even the old gringo's death is dualistic in nature, 

consisting of a spiritual as well as a physical death. The 

nature of this duality is universal, in that the "... mi tad 

del mundo era transparente; la otra mitad, opaca" (41). 

Fuentes expresses the view that fiction is the most 

accurate medium for presenting these dualistic realities, 

". . . the deeper truth is in literature, because the 

I I 1 contradictions are in literature. 

33 
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This chapter will investigate the separate realities 

evidenced in Gringo viejo in three principal areas. These 

areas were chosen for their thematic significance to the 

novel. First, the conflict and confusion between life and 

death and the various levels of death depicted will be dis

cussed. Also thematically essential to the novel is the 

conflict between the Mexican and the North American con

cepts of the v/orld, a choque between separate realities or 

dissimilar ways of being. Finally, the inherent conflict 

between reality and illusion will be explored. Included in 

this discussion will be the various narrative devices 

utilized due to their significant role in the presentation 

of the conflict between reality and illusion. 

Fuentes' propensity to write from a historical or cul

tural perspective has already been mentioned in Chapter II. 

The confusion between life and death that takes place in 

Gr i ngo viejo is quite possibly a result of Fuentes' concern 

for this perspective, as stated by the Mexican author, 

Octavio Paz. "Para los antiguos mexicanos la oposicion 

entre muerte y vida no era tan absoluta como para nosotros. 

2 
La vida se prolongaba en la muerte. Y a la inversa." 

The importance of death as a central theme to the 

novel is illustrated by the two quotes that Fuentes chooses 

to utilize as epigraphs. Ambrose Bierce's description of 

death, "Lo que tu llamas morirse es simplemente el ultimo 

dolor," is balanced with a quote from seventeenth-century 
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British physician and author Sir Thomas Browne, "Mas, 

6quien conoce el destine de sus huesos, o cuantas veces 

va a ser enterrado?" (9). Browne is best known for his 

discourse on man's relationship to God, the Religio Medici, 

and Hydr iotaphia, Urn-Bur ial, described as: 

. . . a work in which scientific reporting and 
archeological erudition modulate gradually but 
surely into the great last chapter, a sublime and 
eloquent meditation on the inevitability of 
death, the vanity of human strivings, and the 
goal of spiritual inmortality. 

In a comparison of Gr ingo viejo to the three principal 

characteristics in this description of Hydr iotaph i a, Urn-

Bur ial, it may be noted that both works use scientific data 

(archeological, anthropological) in their discussions of 

the dualistic nature of death. The Christian concept of 

spiritual immortality that is described in Browne's works 

is transformed in Fuentes' novel into a spiritual experi

ence of shared cultural heritage and common ancestry. As 

for the vanity of human strivings, Chapter V will entail a 

discussion of the attitudes presented in Gr i ngo viejo 

regarding the events and consequences of the Mexican 

Revolution and United States political policy toward Latin 

Ame r i c a. 

Other interesting correlations between Browne's 

writing and various aspects of Gr ingo viejo will be noted 

later in this chapter. The diversity of the authors 

represented in the epigraphs to Fuentes' novel concerning 
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Latin American and North American relations, a nineteenth-

century North American journalist and a seventeenth-century 

British physician, indicates that Gringo viejo is a work of 

literature that transcends strictly regional topics in 

order to comment on the universal human experience. 

The character Harriet Winslow is presented as a prac

tical woman with traditional North American views con

cerning life and death, "... la vida es una cosa y la 

muerte es otra: son cosas opuestas, enemigas, y no debemos 

confundirlas ..." (129). But Harriet, without a doubt the 

most dynamic character in the novel, soon observes that 

Mexico is "... una tierra donde los frutos escasos tenTan 

que nacer del vientre muerto ..." (64). Thus, Harriet 

arrives in Mexico with a well-formed concept of the 

distinction between life and death, but this distinction 

becomes confused when she encounters the separate reality 

of the new culture. This confusion becomes evident when a 

captured federal colonel discusses his soon to take place 

execution with General Arroyo: 

--Yo tambien fui valiente, <^\o admite usted? 
Arroyo volvio a grunir--. Sin embargo ese viejo 
valiente no va a morir y en cambio yo sT. Pudo 
ser al reves. Pero supongo que as! es la 
guerra. --No --dijo Arroyo al cabo--, asT es la 
vida. --Y la muerte --dijo con un tono de 
intimidad presuntuosa el coronel. --Nomas no me 
las separe --contesto Arroyo. (85) 

The connection between the character of the old gringo 

and death is well established in the novel. One of the 
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several key phrases that occur frequently and serve to give 

unity and continuity to the work is "--El gringo viejo vino 

a Ivlexico a morirse" (22). After the initial introduction 

to an elderly Harriet remembering her past, our first real 

knowledge of the old gringo is at his disinterment in the 

second chapter. Thus, for the reader the old gringo is 

dead before he is alive. The old gringo is particularly 

fearless in battle, since his desire is for death. Arroyo 

concedes his bravery in battle, but questions the old 

gringo's courage in facing life. "Si era valiente ante la 

muerte, tambien iba a ser valiente ante la vida, ^verdad?, 

puesto que ambas eran igualitas, ..." (86). The old 

gringo's identification with death is such that after he is 

shot for the second time he is said to fall into the arms 

of his old friend death (167). 

Although Arroyo claims to no longer make distinctions 

between life and death, he secretly plans to die young and 

hopes for a hero's death. "Lo mas importante de la vida 

de Arroyo no iba a ser como vivi5, sino como murio" 

(114). Thus, Arroyo has become a symbol of death as well 

as the old gringo. 

Harriet discovers a world of separate realities in 

Mexico, and in this other world death is not only confused 

with life, but it also has several levels or forms. 

Harriet realizes that her isolation before coming to Mexico 

was a form of living death: 
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... pues Harriet estaba segura, si no de la 
hermandad o enemistad de la vida y de la muerte, 
de que en la vida misma estar separados era 
nuestra condicion compartida, no estar unidos; y 
estar separados, le dijo suavemente a Arroyo, era 
la muerte en vida, ... (131) 

It is interesting to compare Harriet's revelation to 

Thomas Browne's comment on death in life from Hydriotaphia, 

Urn-Bur ial. "If we begin to die when we live, and long 

life be but a prolongation of death, our life is a sad com

position; . . ." Harriet tries to explain this spiritual 

level of death to Arroyo, who is an expert in death on the 

physical level. "6Cuanto tiempo hubieras mirado a la 

muerte despues de la muerte, Arroyo, sin saber, pobre 

valiente idiota, que la muerte es solo lo que ocurre 

dentro de nosotros?" (179). This spiritual death within 

the individual is one of the distinct forms of death that 

Harriet encounters in the separate reality of Mexico. 

If isolation and hate come to represent death in life, * 

then brotherhood and love are its opposites, representing 

life in the face of inevitable death. The old gringo comes 

to Mexico searching for death, but instead he falls in love 

with Harriet and finds life. Thus, we have the paradox of 

a man seeking death who finds life, and a woman searching 

for life who discovers her spiritual death. The old gringo 

notes that Harriet "... hubiera venido a ofrecer vida y en 

cambio se quedara a atestiguar muerte" (141). Ironically, 

not only does Harriet witness death, she saves a child's 
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life as well. But her confusion between life and death and 

their companion emotions, love and hate, is obvious: 

La nifia va a vivir porque gracias a mis golpes 
la flema le salio de la garganta. La nina dijo 
llorando que ya no le pegara, que ya no. Yo 
sentT^un gusto enorme en azotarla. La salve 
con colera. Yo no tuve hijos. Pero a esta 
nifia yo la salve. Me cuesta describir el amor 
en lo que no me es familiar. (97). 

As stated before, within the context of the separate 

reality represented by Mexico, Harriet realizes that death 

is dualistic in nature in that it has both physical and 

spiritual levels. In Gr i ngo viejo, both Arroyo and the old 

gringo, like the old gringo's son, are said to die twice, 

"... el gringo viejo habTa muerto por segunda vez. Luego 

bubo una segunda fusilata, una primera muerte y un disparo 

seco y solitario. Tambien Arroyo murio dos veces" (171). 

These two deaths of Arroyo and the old gringo represent not 

only their obvious physical deaths, but the spiritual 

deaths brought about by their hate and isolation as well. 

It is important to note that within the context of the 

separate reality created by Fuentes in Gringo viejo, both 

characters survive their physical deaths by means of their 

recreation in the memory of the now elderly Harriet 

Winslow; therefore, by far the most devastating and 

damaging of the two levels of death is the spiritual. Even 

though she contributes to the causes for Arroyo's physical 

death, Harriet realizes that within the context of this 

separate reality she: 
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... no dano a Arroyo, sino que dio la victoria 
del heroe, la muerte joven. Tambien el, el 
gringo viejo, se salio con la suya: vino a 
Mexico a morirse. Ah, viejo, te saliste con la 
tuya y fuiste un cadaver bien parecido. Ah, 
general Arroyo, te saliste con la tuya y te 
moriste joven. (Fuentes 187) 

Perhaps the most thematically significant clash 

between separate realities involves the North American and 

Mexican cultures. These separate worlds collide on the 

national level, between individuals, and also psychologi

cally within the individual. Fuentes explains the 

differences between the two worlds through an exploration 

of the two cultures' dissimilar history and cultural 

heritage. In an interview with Bill ^A3yers, Fuentes dis

cusses Mexico's different cultural heritage: 

It's the West with Indian inflections. We have 
an Indian culture, but other parts of the hemis
phere have black inflections. We are a poly-
cultural nation. . . . Mexico is made up of many 
living cultures, many cultures that the Unitedj. 
States would have condemned to the past, . . . 

Fuentes notes the anthropological origin of native 

Americans by referring to the "... mascara asiatica de 

Arroyo" (82). The North Americans are also the product of 

their heritage. Harriet's aristocratic mannerisms, in 

spite of her family's recent financial problems, are 

described as "... mamados con la leche materna" (42). The 

character based on the historical figure Pancho Villa is 

representative of the diverse racial heritage of Mexico. 

Villa is described as having "... una cabeza que habTa 
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estado en Mongolia y AndalucTa y el Rif, entre las tribus 

errantes del norteamericano y ahora aquT en Camargo, 

Chihuahua, ..." (160). In contrast, the old gringo notes 

the predominantly European ancestry of most North Americans 

due to the dissimilar attitudes the two peoples have had 

toward native Americans, "... matamos a nuestros pieles 

rojas y nunca tuvim.os el valor de fornicar con las mujeres 

indias y tener por lo menos una nacion de mitad y mitad" 

(77). The clash between the Mexican and North American 

realities is due, in part, to the dissimilar cultural 

heritage of the two worlds. Foreshadowing what is soon to 

take place, Arroyo warns the two gringos that there is no 

place for them in a land that is not part of their cultural 

heri tage ( 130) . 

Fuentes creates fiction from a historical as well as 

anthropological or cultural perspective. Harriet attempts 

to justify the Manifest Destiny policy of United States in

tervention in Latin America. "Cuba y Veracruz, siempre los 

patios traseros de mi paTs, ocupados por mi paTs porque 

nuestro destine es ser fuertes con los debiles, ..." (95). 

The obligation of the United States to intervene and 

reshape the world in its own image would seem to pertain 

not only to nations, but to individuals as well. Harriet 

tries to organize the captured hacienda into a functioning 

microcosm of a democratic state, but as she understands 

nothing about the peasants or their heritage, she has 
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predictably little success. "--MTrelos, lo que esta gente 

necesita es educaci5n, no rifles. Una buena lavada 

seguida de unas cuantas lecciones sobre como hacemos las 

cosas en los Estados Unidos, ... (46). The Mexican view of 

such highhanded meddling is stated in a traditional saying 

by the Villa character. "--Que el arrimado y el muerto a 

los dos dTas apestan" (162). Fuentes portrays both of 

these separate realities as ethnocentric. The Mexican 

peasants are no more tolerant of other ways of life than is 

Harriet, "... los nombres gringos nos cuestan mucho 

trabajo, igual que las caras gringas, que todas nos parecen 

igualitas ..." (15). The old gringo's father, like 

Bierce's, fought in the Mexican-American War in which the 

United States took approximately half of Mexico's terri

tory, and he is well aware of the depth of the feelings of 

mistrust and hate the Mexicans have for the United States. 

"--Ricos o pobres, los mexicanos siempre se desquitan de 

nosotros. Nos odian. Somos los gringos. Sus enemigos 

eternos" (137). 

We have observed this conflict of separate realities 

or worlds evidenced between cultures and nations as v/e 1 I as 

on the level of the individual. The relationship between 

the two becomes clear when the Villa character feels 

slighted due to President Wilson's choice to recognize 

Venustiano Carranza as the legitimate leader of the 

Revolution rather than Villa, "... los gringos nunca se 
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acuerdan de nosotros como si no existieramos ..." (164). 

Probably more than any other individual today, Pancho Villa 

represents the Mexican Revolution in the popular mind, 

perhaps due to the fact that he insisted upon reminding the 

United States of his existence: 

... la revoluci5n al sur de la frontera fue 
barrida de las primeras paginas de los periodi-
cos hasta que Villa asalto una poblacion en 
Nuevo Mexico y el general Pershing fue enviado a 
perseguirlo por esos montes de Chihuahua y por 
supuesto nunca lo encontro, y no solo porque 
Villa conocTa esas barrancas y esos caminos de 
polvo a ciegas, sino por otra razon mas 
poderosa: a Pancho Villa solo lo podTa matar el 
traidor de adentro. (170) 

This traitor from within Pancho Villa represents the 

third realm of separate realities, that within the 

individual. The most effective manner in which to estab

lish the separate realities or worlds in the three distinct 

levels, national, individual, and intra-individual, is 

through a discussion of Fuentes' use of the frontier motif. 

The word frontier in American English has in popular 

terms come to signify the untamed western regions of the 

United States in the nineteenth-century, in addition to 

referring to the border between political entities. Thus, 

a frontiersman was not one who lived on the border, but a 

man who tamed the wilderness or frontier. This double 

meaning of the word frontier is particularly significant in 

terms of the character of the old gringo, who like Bierce, 

had crossed the frontier in both senses. 
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When the old gringo crosses the border into Mexico, 

and again when Harriet brings the old man's body back to 

the United States, the two characters observe that the 

bridge in El Paso bursts into flames. No explanation or 

further information is given regarding the burning bridge. 

This shared experience not only establishes the confusion 

of time and the concept of reality being recreated by the 

imagination, but it also serves to symbolize the gap or 

chasm that separates the two cultures. 

The border serves as a geographical symbol of the 

separation between the Mexican world or reality and the 

North American. The differences between the two nations 

have been manifested throughout history with political and 

armed confrontations. "Con razon esta no es frontera, 

sino que es cicatriz" (175). At a time when most Mexicans 

never traveled far from the place of their birth, the 

gringos "... se pasaron la vida cruzando fronteras, las 

suyas y las ajenas ..." (13). Frontiers come to represent 

not only the barriers between nations, but between the 

individuals of those nations and within the individuals as 

wel 1 : 

("̂ Y la frontera de aquT adentro?", habTa dicho 
la gringa tocandose la cabeza. "^Y la frontera 
de aca adentro?", habTa dicho el general Arroyo 
tocandose el corazon. "Hay una frontera que 
solo nos atrevemos a cruzar de noche --habTa 
dicho el gringo viejo--: la frontera de nuestras 
diferencias con las demas, de nuestros combates 
con nosotros mismos.") (13) 
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In the world that Fuentes has created in Gringo viejo, 

all three types of frontiers intermingle and become 

confused, "... la verdad es que casi se va el cadaver del 

gringo viejo a unirse al viento del desierto, como si la 

frontera que un dla cruzo fuera de aire y no de tierra 

..." (16). To the old gringo and to Harriet, Mexico is the 

key to exploring the three levels of separate reality, 

especially the one that exists within the individual: 

Se sintio [el gringo viejo] I iberado al cruzar 
la frontera en Juarez, como si de verdad hubiera 
entrado a otro mundo. Ahora sT sabTa que 
existTa una frontera secreta dentro de cada uno 
y que esta era la frontera mas difTcil de 
cruzar ... . (143) 

The frontier within represents the two parts of the 

individual, or the duality of the individual's existence. 

This duality is evidenced in Gr ingo viejo in many fashions, 

through separate cultural realities, through the conflict 

between life and death, and most importantly, through the 

conflict between reality and illusion. At times the dual

ity of existence even has physical manifestations, such as 

this description of the character Inocencio Mansalvo: 

Era un hombre flaco, de ojos verdes y pelo chino, 
con dos hendiduras profundas en las mejillas, dos 
en las comisuras de los labios, dos en la frente, 
todo en pares, como si una pareja de artesanos 
gemelos lo hubiera modelado de prisa y a 
machetazos, ... (174) 

The duality of existence in Mexico within the separate 

reality encountered by the gringos is evidenced by the 
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inherent dualistic nature of one of the most important 

symbols of cultural identification, the Spanish language, 

"... la lengua inglesa solo sabTa conjugar una clase de 

ser --to be-- que en espanol era el ser y su fantasma: ser 

y estar, ..." (124) . 

Other cultural differences between Mexico and the 

United States are explored in Gringo viejo, particularly 

the North American tradition for emphasizing the rights of 

the individual over those of society as a whole (165). The 

differences that contribute to the separate realities of 

Mexico and the United States are explained not only in 

terms of the dissimilar history and cultural heritage of 

the two nations, but also through an exploration of the 

national myths and symbols of cultural identification that 

are the product of such history and cultural heritage. "El 

nino Washington no puede negar que tumbo a hachazos un 

cerezo. Creo que el niiio Juarez sT puede ocultar que 

deseo a la preciosa hija del patron" (142). 

Upon having divided the world into the transparent and 

the opaque, the old gringo expresses the fear that he and 

Harriet are part of the transparent group, the "... gente 

que porta su propio sol para iluminarse" (41). It is 

interesting to note that Sir Thomas Browne also wrote of 

the sun within the individual in Hydr iotaph ia, Urn-Bur ial. 

"Life is a pure flame, and we live by an invisible sun 

Within us. 
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By contrast to the North Americans and their Anglo-

Saxon heritage, the sun that illuminates Arroyo and his 

people is Huitzi1opocht1i, the deity of sun and war and the 

principal god of the Aztecs. The Aztecs, who called them

selves the chosen people of the sun, were the dominant 

Mesoamerican culture at the time of the Spanish conquest. 

There are numerous references to the sun in Gringo viejo, 

and its symbolic representation of Mexico's Aztec heritage 

becomes evident. The Mexican desert is described as 

"... un mundo reservado por el sol para su pueblo amado, 

..." (22). The hacienda of the Miranda family that is 

captured by Arroyo's revolutionaries is described as 

protected by a "wall of sun," referring to the vast expanse 

of desert that surrounds it (34). Huitzi1opocht1i is not 

only the god of the sun, but the god of war as well. Thus 

the Mexican sun is a harsh one that is not to be confused 

with its weaker North American relative. "El sol mexicano 

dejarTa un paisaje desnudo bajo la lumbre. El sol del 

Potomac se convertirTa en una neblina luminosa ..." (53). 

The sun was the life force of the Aztecs, a deity that 

demanded war and human sacrifice of its chosen people. The 

heritage of Aztec aggression, symbolized by the sun, is 

replaced in the twentieth century by the Mexican 

Revolution, as presented in this passage concerning the 

burning of the Miranda hacienda. "No fue el sol lo que, 

ausentemente, quemo la me ji1 I a del gringo viejo junto a la 
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ventana. Era un fuego en el llano. El sol ya se habTa 

puesto. El fuego tomo su lugar" (37). 

Although Fuentes continues to emphasize the importance 

of cultural heritage in the formation of the separate world 

or reality of Mexico, the Revolution is symbolic of the 

beginning of a new era. At the beginning of the 

Revolution, the churchbells rang at an unusual hour, a 

phenomenon described in Gr i ngo viejo as the start of a new 

time (150). The Aztecs believed that time had passed 

through four previous epochs or suns, and that they lived 
o 

in the epoch of the fifth sun. The circular Aztec 

calendar stone, called J[_a p iedra de 1 so 1 , represents the 

cyclical nature of the Aztec concept of time. In Gr i ngo 

viejo the fires of the Mexican Revolution have replaced the 

sun, and during a battle with federal troops the new cycle 

of time is represented by "... los sombreros tirades al 

aire como gemelos de la rueda del sol" (83). 

A new cycle of time or epoch would begin and the 

Aztec's world would come to an end if the sun lost its 
9 

nightly battle with the moon and stars. Fuentes mentions 

the fear of the Aztecs that must have accompanied this 

mythological struggle, "... cada atardecer nos abandona [el 

sol] con un destello de terror" (37). Thus an interesting 

comparison may be made between the Aztec concept of 

beginning a new epoch and the Mexican Revolution in that 

both require destruction of the existing world to take 
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place before the creation of the new world. Upon the death 

of the old gringo, Harriet comes to share part of the 

Mexican reality through her acceptance of this aspect of 

the Aztec cultural heritage. Harriet wonders "... si esta 

era la noche en que el sol volverTa a salir porque de 

ahora en adelante este serTa el terror y ya no la oscuri-

dad ..." (145). 

In addition to the sun, Fuentes uses the Mexican 

reverence for the land to demonstrate the impact of the 

Aztec heritage on the Mexican reality. The mother of the 

sun god was Coatlicue, who was highly worshipped as the 

goddess of the earth, establishing the sacred importance of 

the land to the Aztecs. This aspect of cultural heritage 

is connected to the demand for land reform that was central 

to the Mexican Revolution. Fuentes utilizes some Spanish 

documents to symbolize the revolutionaries' right to the 

land, a right that is extremely important to General 

Ar royo: 

Hasta el rey de Espafia lo dijo. Hasta el lo 
reconoci5. AquT esta. Escrito con su pufio y 
letra. Esta es su firma. Yo guardo los papeles. 
Los papeles prueban que nadie mas tiene derecho 
a es tas t i erras. (36) 

It is interesting to note that both of the principal 

aspects of Mexico's cultural heritage are represented in 

the revolutionaries' struggle for land reform, with the 

Aztec reverence for the land contrasted with the Spanish 

documents of ownership. 
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In addition to the language, Spanish cultural heritage 

appears to have contributed a respect for written law to 

the Mexican reality. Villa expresses the importance of 

written law to the Mexicans by wondering, "--6Una ley que 

no esta escrita en papel? ^Entonces para que demonios 

aprender a leer?" (163). Fuentes explains that this 

reverence for written law is a major difference between 

Mexican and North American concepts of law, ". . . we 

believe in the written word, in written laws we're the 

descendants of Rome and Spain, . . . The law has no 

existence unless it is written. . . . You depend very much 

on British common law, the Constitutional law." 

Thus, these documents represent the land, which in 

turn, represents the heritage of the Mexicans. This 

heritage contributes significantly to the formation of 

their world or reality. The papers are "... el testa-

mento de nuestros antepasados" (148). So intense is the 

relationship between the papers, the land they represent, 

and his heritage as a Mexican, that Arroyo believes his 

"... antepasados vendran a mi entierro y me recibiran 

porque he guardado seguros los papeles" (128). By clearly 

establishing what is the Mexican reality, Fuentes then is 

able to contrast it with the North American reality as 

expressed by the old gringo: 

la tierra que corrTa por la ventanilla del 
tren a espaldas de cada uno de el los contaba 
tanto la historia de los papeles que era la 
historia de Arroyo como la historia de los libros 
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que era la historia del gringo....papeles al 
cabo, pero que diferente manera de saberlos, 
ignorarlos, guardarlos ... (35) 

In addition to using Mexico's Aztec and Spanish 

heritages to elucidate the separate realities of Mexico and 

the United States, Fuentes also explores significant 

differences evidenced in the shared tradition of 

Christianity. Fuentes notes that the two religious tradi

tions have very different origins and characteristics, the 

Protestant Reformation which is characterized by thrift, 

and the Catholic Counter-Reformation, ". . . which is based 

on splurging, on spending what you don't have, and creating 

magnificent baroque churches full of gold when the village 

is dy1ng . " 

In order to keep the cultural contrasts presented in 

Gr i ngo viejo in the proper perspective, it is necessary to 

remember that Carlos Fuentes was exposed to a great variety 

of cultural influences as a child, and particularly to the 

separate reality of life in the United States. When 

speaking of his habit of punctuality, Fuentes refers to 

himself as ". . . the only Mexican Calvinist in exis-

„13 
tence . . . 

The religious conflicts between the Mexican reality 

and the North American reality come to a climax at the 

peasants' yearly religious festival at the Miranda 

hacienda. Harriet had discovered a string of pearls that 

was hidden behind a crucifix in the burned hacienda, 
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effectively symbolizing the exploitation of organized 

religion before the Revolution by the wealthy in order to 

maintain the status quo (91). Harriet leaves the pearls 

out on a table in order to test the honesty of the 

peasants, and she is furious when they are missing. Her 

fury turns to shame when she realizes the peasants have 

used the pearls to adorn a statue of the Virgin Mary. To 

Harriet, it was natural to assume that if extremely poor 

people steal, it is most likely for their own benefit. But 

the clash between the two cultures' religious views is much 

deeper in Gr i ngo viejo than just contrasting styles of 

church architecture or the spirit of sacrifice involved in 

worship. The basic view of the nature of spirituality 

between the separate realities differs greatly: 

... los dos [el gringo viejo y Harriet] se 
reunieron en las religiones sin altar del norte, 
donde Jesus el redentor vivTa 1 iberado para 
siempre de la carne, de la escultura, de la 
pintura, un espTritu impalpable volando en aras 
de la musica: un Dios de verdad que nunca 
podrTa sangrar, comer, fornicar, o evacuar, no 
como el Cristo mexicano. (103) 

The old gringo effectively presents Ambrose Bierce's 

attitude toward the relationship between God and man when 

he refers to people as "... esos pedes de Dios que se 1 la-

man la humanidad" (76). In clear contrast, Arroyo demon

strates his concern for religious principle when he asserts 

that even though he was the product of a rape, "... yo no 

era un pecado ..." (178). Thus, there is the irony of the 
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blasphemy of the old gringo, whose father was a strict 

Calvinist, contrasted with the religious concern of Arroyo, 

whose ancestry includes polytheistic American Indians. 

It has been noted that the collision of the Mexican 

and North American realities is manifested in conflicts 

between nations and individuals, and within the individual 

as well. Fuentes establishes the underlying reasons for 

this clash betv/een two separate realities by exploring each 

reality in terms of its history and cultural heritage. 

Although Fuentes has carefully presented the dis

similarities between the separate worlds, it is essential 

to note that in at least two important instances the 

realities are no longer separate, but they become shared. 

It was previously noted as an example of the separation of 

the cultural realities that the North Americans were given 

to travel, the principal example being the westward 

movement, and the Mexicans tended to be more sedentary. In 

this aspect, the Revolution makes the Mexicans share the 

North American reality in that "... la revolucion era ese 

remolino que arranco a los hombres y a las mujeres de sus 

raTces y los mando volando ..." (98). 

Harriet Winslow also briefly enters the world of the 

Mexican reality. Although she is aware that this separate 

world will not remain hers for long, the experience serves 

to end her ethnocentric attitude toward Mexico. When asked 

by the reporters if she wishes to save Mexico for democracy 
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and progress, Harriet replies, "... no, yo quiero aprender 

a vivir con Mexico, no quiero salvarlo ..." (177). 

While Harriet is in Mexico, she not only discovers a 

separate cultural reality, she also discovers a separate 

reality involving the world of dreams and imagination. 

Fuentes notes that there exists only a "... quebradizo 

planeta que separa a la realidad de la ficcion ..." (60). 

The confusion between reality and fiction is particularly 

strong in Gringo viejo, since instead of traveling to 

Mexico, Harriet is said to really be entering a dream 

(177). 

In Mexico, Harriet learns of the duality of the uni

verse through the two separate realities or worlds 

represented by reality and fiction, "... ella estaba 

aprendiendo a ocuparse de lo invisible a traves de lo que 

podTa ver, y de lo visible a traves de lo que no podTa 

ver ..." (182). Once again, it is interesting to note the 

correlation between the separate realities evidenced in 

Gr i ngo viejo with Sir Thomas Browne's concept of the world 

as described in Re Iigio Me d i c i: 

Thus is man that great and true amphibium, whose 
nature is disposed to live, not like other 
creatures in divers el eme nts, but in divided and 
distinguished worlds: for though there be but one 
to sense, there are two to rej|on, the one 
visible, the other invisible. 

Harriet arrives in Mexico with very well-established 

ideas concerning the distinctions between reality and 
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illusion, as she reminds herself that "... si una no se 

dedica a organizar la vida desde que despierta, una tiene 

que enfrentarse a sus suenos" (94). The importance of 

national and cultural myths has been established. In terms 

of the conflict between reality and illusion or imagina

tion, "... el sueno es el mito personal ..." (57). 

Harriet tries to overcome this personal myth by con

quering her dreams, and by controlling her dreams, she 

could conquer her past as well (101). But Arroyo, who is 

homeless until he takes the Miranda hacienda by force, 

finally makes Harriet accept the existence of contrasting 

worlds. North American as opposed to Mexican, reality as 

opposed to illusion: 

... tu estas dentro de la casa pero afuera 
tambien, enojado porque estas fuera pero 
agradecido de que puedes ver la casa mientras 
todos ellos, los demas, los otros, muchos, 
estan adentro, capturados, y no pueden ver: 
entonces ellos son los excluidos y tu te 
alegras, gringuita, tu te sientes contento y hay 
alegrTa en tu corazon: tu tienes dos casas y 
ellos solo tienen una. (120) 

The gateway to this second house, to the separate 

reality of the imagination, is the mirrored dance hall at 

the Miranda hacienda that Arroyo has saved from the revo

lutionary torch, as it is the "... reflejos de los espejos 

del salon del baile que solo eran el umbral de un camino 

al sueno ..." (142). In addition to a newly realized 

propensity for movement, the dance hall mirrors represent 

another instance in which the Mexicans come to share part 
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of the North American reality. This occurs in a moment of 

self-realization as the peasants see an unbroken reflection 

of themselves for the first time (44). This is another 

example of Fuentes' effectively incorporating a historical 

event into Gringo viejo. In an inter view with Bill Moyers, 

Fuentes discusses the revolutionary troops' occupation of 

Mexico City after the fall of the DTaz regime: 

And there they found for the first time mirrors, 
you know, enormous, fullbodied mirrors. They 
spent their time looking at themselves in the 
mirrors. Said, 'Look, it's you! It's me! It's 
us!' They'd never seen each other before. 
There's a tremendous image of se1f-recognition 
you can find in this social turmoil, . . . 

Thus, the awakening of the peasants to the sight of 

their own images parallels Harriet's awakening to the 

separate reality of the imagination in Mexico- The old 

gringo, having written of separate or fragmented conscious

ness, wants to know if Harriet also has become aware of 

this other world, "... solo querTa preguntarle de nuevo: 

'^Te viste en los espejos al entrar al salon de baile?'" 

(67). 

Through this separate reality of the imagination 

Fuentes presents a complex combination of Oedipal and 

Electra conflicts involving the old gringo, Harriet, and 

Tomas Arroyo. The old gringo, who has lost his wife and 

children, has come to dream of Harriet as a lover and as a 

daughter. "Quizas la podrTa visitar en suenos" (77). 

Harriet, whose father never returned from the Spanish-
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American War in Cuba, tells the old gringo "... pero con-

tigo tengo un padre..." (140). Arroyo, the illegitimate 

son of the hacienda owner, also enters into an imagined 

father and son relationship with the old gringo, even 

though the old gringo doesn't wish to become involved, 

"... estaba mirando de lejos a un hijo y una hija, el 

opaco, ella transparente, pero ambos nacidos del semen de 

la imaginacion ..." (63). 

The strong Freudian imagery of the Oedipal conflict in 

Bierce's short story "A Horseman in the Sky" has already 

been noted in Chapter III. This conflict effectively 

parallels the one that develops between Arroyo and the old 

gringo. Since the old gringo comes to Mexico searching for 

death, he of course welcomes the conflict with Arroyo as a 

way of achieving his goal. 

Thus, in this imagined reality we have a father and 

son competing for the daughter/lover figure. But the plot 

thickens. As Harriet dances with Arroyo in the dance hall, 

the same mirrors that make the revolutionaries aware of 

their own existence serve as an entryAvay into Harriet's 

imagined reality: 

--Mira. Soy yo. --Mira. Eres tu. --Mira. 
Somos ellos abrazados en el ocaso de la fiesta: 
ella bailando con el muy lentamente el vals pero 
bailando tambien con su padre, ba i1o con mi 
padre que regreso condecorado de Cuba, ... (105) 

While Harriet is imagining that Arroyo is her lost father, 

Arroyo imagines that she is his dead mother, no longer the 
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victim of a rape, but the legitimate wife of his father 

(106). 

The old gringo accepts this new arrangement as inevi

table. "Tomala, toma ami hija" (104). Harriet submits 

sexually to Arroyo in part because he tells her that it 

isup to her whether the old gringo returns home alive or 

not (109). This is ironic since the old gringo wishes for 

nothing as much as he wishes to die. Arroyo also finds a 

father symbol in Pancho Villa, "... yo dependo de Villa 

como si fuera mi padre ..." (147). This search for a 

father figure is a result of Arroyo's preoccupation with 

his biological father who has forsaken him. Arroyo often 

dreams of killing his own father. "Pero no lo mate. Se 

me escape mi padre" (136). 

Thus, when the old gringo provokes Arroyo by burning 

the papers that establish the peasants' right to the land, 

he has another chance to kill his father and to fulfill the 

Oedipus myth. Harriet pleads with Arroyo in order to save 

the old gringo's life, "... le pidi5 que no matara al 

unico padre que Ies quedaba a ambos ..." (145). The 

Oedipus myth is fulfilled, Arroyo has sexual relations with 

his mother figure (Harriet), and he kills his father figure 

(the old gringo). The father figures get an ironic bit of 

revenge when Arroyo's other surrogate father. Villa, 

executes him because his preoccupation with the Miranda 

hacienda has slowed the progress of the Revolution. 
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Harriet also fulfills the Electra complex condition 

that she have sexual relations with one of her father 

figures, Arroyo. She claims that the other father figure, 

the old gringo, is her biological father returned from 

Cuba, "... al reconocer el cuerpo acribillado del viejo 

dijo: --ST, este es mi padre --y lo enterro en Arlington 

junto al cadaver de su madre ..." (169). Within the 

context of this separate reality of the imagination, the 

old gringo has become Captain Winslow; consequently, he has 

ironically acquired in death the military career that lost 

the coin toss to journalism in Bierce's lifetime. 

The separate realities established in Gr i ngo viejo are 

in part possible due to the multiple narrators or points of 

view utilized. The influence of Ambrose Bierce and his 

fiction as presented through the character of the old 

gringo was discussed in Chapter III. In addition to these 

contributions, at times the narration is from the old 

gringo's point of view. "Se sienta sola y recuerda. Mi 

amante. Mi hija" (141). Even though the speaker is not 

identified, it is obviously the old gringo referring to his 

surrogate daughter, Harriet. 

It is Harriet who sits alone and remembers, and this 

is another of the key phrases that occur frequently in the 

novel. It is the first sentence of the work, and in the 

English version, Th£ Oj d Gringo, translated by Margaret 
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Sayers Peden and the author, a twenty-third chapter has 

been added so that this phrase may end the novel as well.^^ 

In addition to this recurring phrase that serves to 

remind the reader that it is through Harriet that the 

events of Gringo viejo are observed, the significance of 

Harriet to the narration is carefully established wi thin 

the novel. "--6Y a mi? --A usted nomas le va a tocar 

acordarse de todo" (173). Thus, it is important to 

remember that the separate realities presented in the novel 

are to be viewed subjectively, since they are the creation 

of Harriet's memory many years after the fact. Harriet is 

also the most dynamic character in the novel in that, as 

opposed to the old gringo or Arroyo, she undergoes a 

significant experience of change. Harriet experiences both 

the North American and Mexican realities, as well as the 

separate worlds of reality and imagination. This makes 

Harriet an effective narrator due to her increased 

perspective. Harriet explains her dilemma of attempting to 

enter the Mexican world while the inherent differences 

between the two realities concerning cultural heritage and 

ancestry prohibit her from completely accepting it: 

Estoy tratando de entenderlo todo, a ti, a tu 
paTs, a tu pueblo. Pero tambien soy parte de 
mi propio pueblo, no puedo negar lo que soy, 
Arroyo, y aquT no tengo padre ni madre ni nada 
m.as que el viejo, ... (180) 

In this respect, Harriet not only serves as the 

principal point of view for narrating the novel; she also 
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seems to represent Fuentes' own experience in his encounter 

with the culture of the United States. When asked in an 

interview if he felt torn between the two worlds of Mexico 

and the United States, Fuentes replied ". . . yes, very 

much so. I think it is evident in my novels. I am not at 

peace with myself . . . I am fighting my own paradoxes 

trying to understand them, trying to express them through 

17 
literature." Thus, it is natural that the events of 

Gr i ngo viejo are related from Harriet's perspective, since 

her cross-cultural experience in the novel parallels that 

of the author. 

In addition to the narrative points of view of the old 

gringo and Harriet, Fuentes also uses anonymous voices, 

representing the people of IVfexico, in order to ask 

questions and make comments. These voices often reflect 

the consciousness of the Mexican reality concerning their 

neighbors to the north. "--Que vecinos incomprensibIes 

tenemos. Los invitamos a cenar y luego se niegan a 

quedarse a lavar los plates" (49). In order to effectively 

present the United States occupation of the port of 

Veracruz, Fuentes has the anonymous voices begin as if they 

were sympathetic to Harriet's culture shock upon arrival. 

"6__Tuvo usted dificultades al desembarcar, senorita 

Winslow?" (95). But by the end of the series of questions, 

the reader has been made aware of the abuse of power 

involved in the act of occupation. "^--Entendio usted 
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algo de lo que pasaba en el patio trasero, senorita 

Winslow?" (97). 

The use of anonymous voices is an extremely effective, 

if not completely original, literary device for presenting 

material from a particular cultural perspective. At times, 

the voices are not anonymously presented, but are clearly 

identified. In such instances the narration assumes the 

form of an interview. Arroyo instructs Harriet to ask his 

people about the causes of the Revolution, and three 

different characters relate their stories within parenthe

ses (66). Not only is this an economical way in which to 

present background material on the minor characters; it 

also effectively presents the diverse social composition of 

the revolutionary forces. 

In addition to the narrative points of view previously 

discussed, Fuentes also uses an omniscient narrator that 

relates events of which the elderly Harriet could not 

possibly have any knowledge, such as events that take place 

long after her return to the United States. An example of 

such an event is the death of Colonel Frutos GarcTa that 

occurs in Mexico City in 1964, many years after the action 

of the nove I. 

Thus, the multiple points of view utilized in Gringo 

viejo, namely, the thematic and textual contributions of 

Ambrose Bierce presented through the character of the old 

gringo, the memory of Harriet Winslow with its broad 
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perspective of the separate realities evidenced in the 

novel, the voices of the common people representing the 

consciousness of Mexico, as well as the omniscient point of 

view used when the other forms of narration are not 

a] 

separate realities in the work. It is difficult to imagine 

that these separate rea1ities--1ife versus death. North 

American as opposed to ^v1exican, and reality contrasted with 

the v/orld of illusion or the imag i nat i on--could have been 

as effectively presented without these diverse narrative 

dev i ces. 

Significantly, it is possible to establish a duality 

within each of the separate realities explored in this 

chapter. For example, Gr ingo viejo presents a clash 

between the Mexican and North American worlds or realities. 

Within the Mexican reality we encounter the conflict 

between reality and illusion. Within the realm of illusion 

there exists a great deal of confusion regarding the 

distinction between life and death. Death is also dis

covered to be dualistic in nature in that it is manifested 

in a spiritual form as well as physical. As previously 

discussed, within the created reality of Harriet's memory 

one may survive a physical death but must strive to 

overcome the spiritual death representing isolation. The 

novel itself represents, many years after the events, 

Harriet's attempt to overcome the hate and therefore over-
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come the isolation that brought about her spiritual death. 

"Este odio tuvo que purgarse dentro de ella, y le tomo 

muchos anOS hacerlo" (11). 

To say that the separate national realities presented 

in Gr i ngo viejo are essential to the novel would be a gross 

understatement. Without them, it would simply be a 

different novel altogether. Consistent throughout the work 

is the importance of history, cultural heritage, and 

ancestry on the formation of the separate realities evi

denced in the novel. 
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CHAPTER V 

POLITICAL ASPECTS OF GRINGO VIEJO 

Carlos Fuentes has chosen a particularly significant 

period in modern Mexican history, the Revolution, as the 

backdrop for Gringo viejo, his novel probing underlying 

constants of North American and Latin American relations. 

The fact that the Revolution continues to have great impact 

on present-day Mexico partially explains this choice. In 

addition, Fuentes again is able to employ a historical 

perspective in order to explain the basic causes of the 

conflict. The Revolution also contributes to the dominant 

theme of inter-American relations through the portrayal of 

the United States intervention in the internal affairs of 

fvlex i CO during the period. These aforementioned reasons, 

combined with the fictional centerpiece of Ambrose Bierce's 

disappearance into revoIution-torn Mexico in 1913, would 

seem to sufficiently explain the choice of temporal setting 

for the nove I . 

But beyond utilizing the Revolution as a backdrop for 

a work of fiction, Fuentes uses it to conment on the 

current status of the Revolution's progress in Mexico and 

on recent United States policy in Central America. Thus, 
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Gringo viejo contains elements that make it a political 

statement as well as a work of fiction, in spite of 

Fuentes' belief ". . . that with good intentions, you write 

bad 1i terature. 

This chapter will explore the view of the Mexican 

Revolution that Fuentes presents in Gringo viejo. The his

torical and social causes of the conflict and the signifi

cance of the United States intervention will be discussed, 

as well as the abuses of power and the ultimate betrayal of 

the Revolution as depicted in the novel. Also included in 

the discussion will be Fuentes' political statements 

concerning the current status of the Revolution and United 

States policy toward Central America. 

The Revolution is viewed from the perspective of 

Tomas Arroyo and his revolutionary troops. Although 

Fuentes establishes the diverse backgrounds of the revolu

tionaries, it becomes evident that there are two distinct 

factions fighting for the revolution. "Nosotros somos 

gente del pueblo, los otros son perfumados" (56). It is 

Venustiano Carranza and General Alvaro Obregon who are 

referred to as the perfumed ones. Carranza's leadership 

represented a conservative shift of power for the Revolu

tion, since he had served as a senator during the regime of 

the dictator DTaz, and later was elected governor of the 

State of Coahuila.^ To the insurgents under Arroyo's 
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command, Carranza represents the pre-revo1utionary power 

establishment of the wealthy landowners. 

The causes of the Revolution can be explained in terms 

of Arroyo's personal history, a history that reflects the 

rural peasants' struggle in pre-revo1utionary Mexican 

society. Arroyo was conceived as a result of the rape 

inflicted on his mother by the wealthy hacienda owner. His 

origin in this act of violence leads Arroyo to believe that 

"... una nueva violencia era necesaria para acabar con la 

vieja violencia ..." (78). When the old gringo questions 

the peasants' right to the land, Arroyo replies that he who 

is born "... con el techo de paja pegado a las narices, 

tiene derecho a todo, ..." (81). Thus, Arroyo is destined 

to fight and to die in the Revolution due to the oppression 

and inequity of the pre-revolutionary society. "La 

desgracia me nombro general" (65). But within the forces 

of the Revolution Arroyo is no longer the illegitimate son 

of the hacienda owner; he has become an important member of 

the "family" of the Revo Iution (147). 

Fuentes presents sharp contrasts between the wealth of 

the Miranda family and the peasants' daily struggle for 

survival in order to illustrate the abuses that took place 

before the Revolution. This repressive life has a 

dehumanizing effect on the peasants. "Eran azotados con el 

lado piano del machete si se Ies oTa hacer el amor. A 
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veces casi las mataban. TenTan que amar y gozar en 

silencio, ... menos que bestias" (115). 

Arroyo's revolution is therefore explainable as a 

violent response to the dehumanizing violence and 

oppression that has caused his servitude and taken his 

rightful place on earth as an heir to the Miranda hacienda. 

"Arroyo penso al mismo tiempo, mirando al cielo, que todo 

tiene un hogar, pero el y las nubes no" (61). 

Arroyo's concept of the Revolution is representative 

of the peasants' desire for social reform. An obviously 

different view, even though fighting for the same revolu

tion, would be that of the educated politician Venustiano 

Carranza. The horse dealer in El Paso from whom the old 

gringo buys the white mare also views the revolution 

differently. In the true capitalistic spirit, he sees it 

as an opportunity for profit, since "... las revoluciones 

son buenas para los negocios" (19). 

Profit appears to be one of the principal motives for 

North American involvement in the Mexican Revolution. The 

old gringo recalls even though he had never been there, he 

had attacked Mexico "... por ordenes de su jefe Hearst, 

que tenTa ranches y propiedades fabulosas aquT, y temTa 

a la revolucion, ..." (81). 

Demands for intervention from individuals such as 

Hearst eventually led to President Woodrow Wi I son's attempt 

to prevent arms shipments to Mexico by occupying Veracruz 
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on the pretext of an insult to the United States flag.^ In 

Gringo viejo, Fuentes tells of the deaths of the naval 

cadets at Veracruz and of the many Mexican patriots who 

enlisted to fight the gringos but who were sent to fight 

against the Revolution instead. From this perspective the 

North American intervention would appear to have hindered 

the cause of the Revolution and aided the government 

forces. Ironically, Mexican historian Carlos Alvear 

Acevedo states in his history textbook, Hi stor i a de 

Me X i c o, that since the policy of neutrality imposed by 

Wilson had much greater effect on the sale of arms to the 

government forces than to the revolutionaries (who con

tinued to acquire them from the United States through 

clandestine methods), then naturally the cause of the 

Revolution was actually assisted by the United States 

intervention. This contradiction regarding the role of 

the United States in the Revolution is noted implicitly in 

Gringo viejo when the old gringo observes that "... la 

ventaja inicial que un gringo siempre tenTa sobre un 

mexicano era la de ser un misterio, algo que no se sabTa 

como tomar: ami go o enemigo" (21). 

Even if the United States occupation of Veracruz inad

vertently aided the cause of the Revolution, Wilson 

affected Mexican politics by recognizing Carranza as 

President of Mexico instead of Villa. This resulted in 

Villa's vengeance seeking raid against Columbus, New 
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Mexico in 1916. As stated before, this raid against the 

United States and the subsequent unsuccessful attempt by 

United States troops to capture Villa have perhaps made him 

the individual most often identified with the peasants' 

cause in the Revolution. When the old gringo says that he 

is looking for Villa, the revolutionaries reply, "iTodos 

somos Villa!" (29). Villa, born Doroteo Arango, came from 

a social background similar to that of Tomas Arroyo. "Tu 

no tenTas casa, Doroteo Arango" (171). By considering 

Villa's identification with the peasants' cause, it is 

possible to understand that Wilson's choice of a represen

tative of the pre-revo lutionary power establishment cut 

deeply into the ideological heart of the Revolution. Ob

viously, whether Villa could have maintained power even 

with Wilson's support is a question open to historical 

debate. But regardless of the consequences, understandable 

resentment remains concerning the United States interven

tion in Mexico's internal affairs, and this resentment is 

evident throughout Gringo viejo. 

The history of the United States intervention in 

Mexico is incorporated in the novel via Fuentes' descrip

tion of the dictator Porfirio DTaz. "Un anciano alerta, 

el deleite de los periodistas, un viejo tirano con genio 

para las frases publicables: 'Pobre Mexico, tan lejos de 

Dios y tan cerca de los Estados Unidos'" (27). DTaz 

becomes a symbol for corruption of power and of the 
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eventual betrayal of the Revolution. Arroyo tells us that 

DTaz was not always a dictator: 

De joven Porfirio DTaz era un luchador valiente, 
el mejor guerrillero contra el ejercito francos 
y Maximiliano. Cuando tenTa mi edad, era un 
pobre general como yo, un revelucionario y un 
patr iota. (81) 

Thus, Arroyo has become the new poor general in power, 

and consequently, the new candidate for corruption, "... 

usted s5lo se salvara de la corrupcion si muere joven" 

(81). 

Arroyo does in fact die young by the hand of his be

loved leader, Pancho Villa, who later will be assasinated 

himself. The peasants' revolution therefore falls into the 

hands of the established powers represented by Carranza. 

The potential for corruption presented in Gr ingo viejo 

suggests that the ability to v/in military victories does 

not necessarily mean the ability to implement the ideology 

of the Revolution. Fuentes employs the character of 

Harriet to pose the question: What if the peasants' 

revolution had survived?: 

Ella siempre se pregunto que hubiera hecho 
Tomas Arroyo si sobrevive a la revolucion (lo 
mato la revolucion); cual habria sido su 
destine en el porvenir de Mexico" (170-171). 

When the old gringo burns the documents that to Arroyo 

represents the peasants' right to the land, he symbolically 

destroys the future of land reform in ŷtexico. On the 

national level, this further symbolizes Wilson's choice of 
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Carranza over a representative of the peasants' cause for 

land reform. 

Fuentes' criticism of the process of revolution is not 

limited to the Mexican Revolution. When the old gringo 

accuses the revolutionaries of abusing their power, Arroyo 

replies, "... ihay un paTs que haya evitado esos males, 

incluyendo el tuyo, gringo?" (81). This pragmatic as 

opposed to ideological view of the process of revolution 

helps to prevent Gr ingo viejo from becoming a purely 

political work. Elsewhere, Fuentes discusses the gap that 

exists between the revolutionary process and the ideology 

i t represent s: 

Well, a revolution is a historical process. It 
is not something which stands still. . . . The 
revolutions change but the ideologies don't, and 
we say, 'Ah! So many horrors are being committed 
in the name of our ideal, in the name of our 
ideology.' No. But it's probably that we are 
making a myth of the ideology without partici
pating sufficiently in the movement. 

Tomas Arroyo and the peasants are victims of the 

chasm that exists between revolutionary ideology and the 

actual Revolution. At one point Arroyo is described as a 

"payaso tragico" (40). Arroyo's tragedy is that his justi

fication for the Revolution, the loss of his birthright 

through the oppression of the pre-revo1utionary system, is 

also the cause for his death. In spite of orders to move 

on, Arroyo remains at the Miranda hacienda long after 

taking it because he "... habTa regresado al hogar, 
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revivTa uno de los mas viejos mitos de la humanidad, el 

regreso al lar, ..." ( 124) . 

The reverence for the land and the desire to regain 

his birthright that previously made Arroyo valuable to the 

Revolution have now made him a liability due to his 

inability to leave the Miranda hacienda. After executing 

Arroyo, the character based on Villa explains that no 

individual is more important than the Revolution: 

--Tomas Arroyo creyo que podTa regresar a su 
casa. Pero nadie tiene derecho a eso hasta que 
triunfe la revolucion. La revolucion es ahora 
nuestro hogar. ^Tomas no lo entendio? Si cada 
uno se me va quedando en su casa cuando pase por 
ella, se acabo la revolucion. (171) 

It is ironic that Villa has predicted his own fate 

when he states the penalty for no longer serving the 

Revolution. "--Un dTa tu mismo vas a querer regresar a 

tu tierra, Doroteo. --Sera para morirme, dona, nomas" 

(171). After losing the conflict over the presidency of 

Mexico, Villa also retired from the struggle of the 

Revolution to become a farmer at a hacienda in Canutillo. 

He was assasinated in 1923, probably by order of General 

Obregon. 

But both Carranza and Obregon were also assasinated 

in the course of the Revolution, and it is Villa who 

represents the Revolution today. Fuentes notes that in the 

motion pictures the North American journalists take of 

Villa he has become "... un Lazaro surgido no de entre los 
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muertos sino de entre el tiempo y el espacio lejanos, ..." 

(161). As this Lazarus symbolism suggests. Villa repre

sents the continuing spirit of the Mexican Revolution just 

as the documents that Arroyo guarded represent the 

peasants' continuing right to the land. After the old 

gringo burns these documents the words go flying through 

the desert, "... ojala que esta revolucion nunca se acabe 

y si se acaba nos iremos a pelear en una nueva revolucion, 

hasta caernos muertos de puritito cansancio en nuestras 

tumbas; ..." (145). 

The spirit of the Revolution hopes that the Revolution 

never ends, but it may be observed that the peasants who 

fight for the Revolution never actually take power politi

cally. Both Arroyo and Villa return home before the 

struggle is completed and consequently both die, and the 

agrarian reforms in the rural sector to this day have never 

been completely realized. Thus, in some respects, the 

Revolution in Mexico has, in fact, ended. 

Although Fuentes does criticize some aspects of the 

Revolution, for the most part Gringo viejo supports the 

cause of the Revolution and presents a realistic view of 

the participants. Fuentes views the Revolution from a 

historical perspective; therefore, it is not surprising 

that not only does the Revolution bring greater freedom and 

brotherhoood to the peasants, but also corruption and 

violence. In Fuentes' view, the historical process of a 
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revolution requires the ideology to be betrayed. "I say 

the only way of betraying a revolution is not to do the 

revolution for fear of betraying it. Revolutions have to 

be betrayed because they are historical processes." 

One of the benefits of the Revolution for the peasants 

is the self-realization symbolized by the mirrors at the 

Miranda hacienda. One of Arroyo's revolutionary soldiers, 

Inocencio Mansalvo, mentions this process of becoming aware 

of oneself through the newfound freedom of the Revolution. 

"iQuieren conocer nuestras vidas mejor? iPues tendran que 

adivinarlas, porque todavTa no somos nadien!" (77). 

Fuentes believes that achieving this self-realization 

has had a major impact on Latin America, and this in turn 

has affected Latin American relations with the United 

States. "We Latin Americans have an identity. We know our 

g 

place in the world better." This concept of self-

realization through overcoming United States domination is 

used in Gringo viejo to comment on current North American 

involvement in Central America. An anonymous voice notes 

that Captain Winslow fought in the Spanish-American War in 

Cuba and that Harriet now has tried to impose her demo

cratic ideas on the peasants in Mexico: 

Que manTa de los V/inslow con el pat io^ trasero. 
--Mira el mapa del patio trasero: AquT esta 
Cuba. AquT esta Mexico. AquT esta Santo 
Domingo. AquT esta Honduras. AquT esta 
Nicaragua. (49) 
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It is possible that the conflict in Nicaragua is the 

new revolution that the burned documents refer to as they 

fly through the desert, spreading the spirit of the Revolu

tion (145). It seems improbable that Nicaragua's position 

at the culmination of the list is coincidental for several 

reasons. First, such conmentary is consistent with 

Fuentes' personal history of political involvement as was 

discussed in Chapter II. Fuentes has been particularly 

outspoken regarding United States involvement in Nicaragua, 

and has stated that this new sense of identity would unite 

Latin America in the event of an invasion by United States 

troops. This topic is also consistent with the theme of 

North American and Latin American relations that is 

dominant in the novel. Finally, in the author's note it is 

stated that twenty years passed before Fuentes completed 

Gr i ngo viejo. Perhaps the current conflict in Central 

America was added incentive for the author to complete a 

novel that criticizes United States intervention in Latin 

America. In addition, such criticism of United States 

policy is probably not unpopular nor obscure to the reading 

public in Latin America today. 

Thus, Fuentes has used the novel's historical perspec

tive to conment on present-day political situations; 

consequently. Gringo viejo is a political v/ork as well as a 

work of fiction. But because of the consistent historical 

perspective and the theme of inter-American relations, 
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Fuentes is able to make political conmentary that contri

butes thematically to the novel, even though such conmen

tary might seem out of place in another work of fiction. 

Gringo viejo concludes on a positive note in spite of 

the critical political commentary presented in the novel. 

Harriet Winslow, after having experienced the separate 

cultural reality of Mexico, represents hope for the future 

when she is able to say "... lo importante era vivir con 

Mexico a pesar del progreso y la democracia" (177). 

Harriet has therefore become a link for better under

standing between the two cultures, even though many years 

pass before she is able to overcome her anger and to fully 

understand her experience. This link or tie of under

standing between separate cultures parallels Fuentes' view 

of his position as a writer and serves to explain his 

decision to include political conmentary in his works: 

I don't have ready answers, I hope, for anything. 
But I am trying to pose questions to myself, and 
that's why I write--I write books. . . . I hope 
also that I played a minimal role of 'linljj 
between certain cultures in which I move. 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

In previous pages it has been stated and hopefully 

proved that Carlos Fuentes' novel. Gringo viejo, is a work 

that contains both literary and political elements. One of 

the literary elements discussed concerns the similarities 

and contrasts between the lives and respective writings of 

Bierce and Fuentes. Significant parallels established 

between the two authors include their experiences as 

expatriates, their political activism, the influence that 

they have had on other writers, the use of cultural and 

historical perspective in their respective writings, and 

their openly critical attitudes toward organized religion. 

Notable contrasts include the dissimilarities in family 

background and the differences in their literature, 

specifically pertaining to choice of genre and characteri

zation. Bierce's impact on Gr ingo viejo was explored in 

Chapter III through the character of the old gringo, who is 

modeled on Bierce the literary figure. The intertextual 

allusions to Bierce's fiction and the confluent authorship 

represented by the narration of the old gringo through 

Bierce's perspective are also observed. 
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Another literary element investigated includes the 

national, cultural, and Fruedian symbolism utilized in the 

novel. In addition, the separate worlds or realities of 

life and death. North American and Mexican, and reality and 

illusion have been explored. Included in the exploration 

of reality and illusion was a discussion of the multiple 

narrative devices utilized in the novel. 

The political elements investigated consist of the 

political and social commentary presented in Gr i ngo viejo. 

Through such indirect and occasionally direct commentary 

and the theme of inter-American relations, Fuentes 

establishes a parallel between the history of the United 

States intervention in Mexico and current United States 

involvement in Central America. In addition, Fuentes also 

criticizes the Mexican Revolution for its failure to 

realize the peasants' dream of land reform. 

Clear distinctions between these literary and extra-

literary elements are not always possible since grasping 

the political conmentary in the novel is at times dependent 

upon an understanding of the literary elements. In part, 

this is due to Fuentes' consistent use of historical and 

cultural perspective in the presentation of both areas. 

Thus, given this historical or cultural perspective, many 

of the literary and political aspects presented in Gringo 

viejo have become intertwined. 
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It is this ability to combine well-crafted literature 

with effective political and social conmentary that, I 

believe, will in the years to come make Gringo viejo one of 

Fuentes' most respected works. I sincerely hope that this 

thesis has made Gr i ngo viejo more accessible to the reader 

through its discussion of the intertextual allusions to 

Bierce's fiction and the similarities and contrasts between 

the two authors' lives and writings. Equally esential for 

a complete understanding of the novel are the elements of 

historical and cultural perspective, symbolism, and the 

separate realities explored. 

Gringo viejo is a literary work that may be described 

as an attempt to increase intercuItural understanding 

between the United States and Latin America. Hopefully, 

this study has not only assisted the reader to achieve that 

goal, but also has served to interest the reader in the 

literary and political worlds of Carlos Fuentes, truly one 

of the most outstanding Latin American authors of our age. 
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